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Accuracy: the correlation between the true values and the EBLUPs of the CVE effects.

Between environment genetic variance matrix, Ge: the t×t matrix (where t is
the number of environments) that reflects variance and covariance assumptions for
VE effects across environments. The diagonal elements of the matrix are the vari-
ances of the VE effects for individual environments; the off-diagonal elements are the
covariances between VE effects in different environments. This is often converted
to a correlation matrix, which will be called the Between environment genetic
correlation matrix.

Breeder trial: a comparative variety trial managed by a public breeding program. Each
trial comprises a single randomisation of varieties to a set of field plots.

Common Variety by Environment (CVE) effect: the component of the VE effect
that corresponds to the linear combinations of the common factors in the FA model.
By definition the CVE effects for one environment are correlated with CVE effects in
at least one other environment. Note that VE effects are obtained as the sum of CVE
and SVE effects.

Connectivity: Number of unique varieties in common between pairs of environments
and represented by a t×t matrix (where t is the number of environments).

Dendrogram order: describes the ordering of environments in regards to a clustering
algorithm on the Between environment genetic correlation matrix. We use
the agglomerative (nested) hierarchical algorithm implemented in the agnes function
from the R library mclust.

Diagonal model: a model that can be used in the MET analysis to provide a structure
for the Between environment genetic variance matrix. The VE effects are
assumed to be independent so that all covariances (off-diagonal elements of Ge) are
zero, with the result that Ge has a diagonal form. For t environments the diagonal
model for Ge contains t (unknown) variance parameters.

Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Estimate (EBLUE): all fixed effects in the linear
mixed model analysis are estimated using the method of best linear unbiased esti-
mation, but with variance parameter estimates replaced with their REML estimates.
Thence all fixed effect estimates are termed Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Estimates
(EBLUEs).

Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Prediction (EBLUP): all random effects in the
linear mixed model analysis are predicted using the method of best linear unbiased pre-
diction, but with variance parameter estimates replaced with their REML estimates.
Thence all random effect predictions are termed Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Pre-
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dictions (EBLUPs).

EMY: the mean yield of all field plots at an environment.

Environment loading: the linear combinations in the FA model comprise products of
environment loadings and variety scores. For each common factor there is a loading for
each environment and in the MET analysis these are (unknown) variance parameters.
They may be interpreted as (unknown) environmental covariates.

Factor Analytic (FA) model: a model that can be used in the MET analysis to provide
a structure for the Between environment genetic variance matrix. The aim is to
account for the covariances of the V×E effects between environments (the off-diagonal
elements of Ge) in terms of a small number, k, of (unknown) common factors. The
model is postulated in terms of the V×E effects as linear combinations of the common
factors, plus an error term. For t environments and k factors the FA model for Ge

contains t(k + 1)− k(k − 1)/2 (unknown) variance parameters.

Highway 1 order: describes the ordering of environments with respect to geographic
location, commencing in Qld and roughly following Highway 1 in a clockwise direction
around the Australian grain belt through NSW, Vic, SA and WA.

Multi-Environment Trial (MET): a series of comparative variety trials grown in dif-
ferent environments (typically indexed by year and geographic location). In general
there is a single NVT trial in each environment, but in some cases there may be mul-
tiple trials. This will occur for canola where there may be separate NVT trials for
different farming systems. It will also occur for minor crops where, in addition to an
NVT trial, there may also be a Breeder trial that was managed in a similar manner
to the NVT trial.

NVT trial: a comparative variety trial managed by a National Variety Trials (NVT)
trial service provider. Each trial comprises a single randomisation of varieties to a set
of field plots.

One-stage MET analysis: a linear mixed model analysis of a MET dataset that com-
prises individual plot yield data combined across all environments. The analysis
requires the modelling of both the genetic effects (in particular the Variety by Envi-
ronment effects), and nongenetic effects for each trial.

Percentage variance accounted for (%vaf): the percentage of V×E variance for an
environment that is accounted for by the common factors in an FA model. Note
that 100-%vaf represents the percentage contribution of the specific variance for the
environment.

Production Value Plus System (PV-PLUS): a system for the provision of grower
information from the MET analysis. The information comprises production values
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(PVs) which are EBLUPs of CVEs. The PVs, together with a measure of accuracy,
are displayed graphically for nominated sets of varieties and environments. For each
environment they are expressed as deviations (t/ha) from the EBLUE of the mean
parameter for the environment. The PV-PLUS system will be made available through
an online APP, please contact Dr. Ky Mathews to gain access.

Residual Maximum Likelihood (REML): the method of estimation for variance pa-
rameters in the linear mixed model analysis. Thence all variance parameter estimates
are termed REML estimates.

Specific variance: the error term in the FA model is assumed to comprise indepen-
dent effects that may have a different variance, called a specific variance, for each
environment.

Specific Variety by Environment (SVE) effect: the component of the VE effect
that corresponds to the error term in the FA model. By definition the SVE effects for
one environment are uncorrelated with SVE effects in every other environment. Note
that VE effects are obtained as the sum of CVE and SVE effects.

Unstructured model: a model that can be used in the MET analysis to provide a
structure for the Between environment genetic variance matrix. This is a
completely general form so that for t environments the unstructured model for Ge

contains t(t+ 1)/2 (unknown) variance parameters.

Variety: an entry in an NVT or Breeder trial.

Variety by Environment (VE) effect: (unknown) random genetic effect of a variety
in an environment. It is expressed as a deviation (t/ha) from the (unknown) fixed
mean parameter for the environment.

Variety score: the linear combinations in the FA model comprise products of environ-
ment loadings and variety scores. For each common factor there is a score for each
variety and in the MET analysis these are (unknown) random effects. They may be
interpreted as varietal responses (sensitivities) to the environment loadings.
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